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Wi-Fi Home NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
 
 For many professionals, wireless home computer networking delivers the power of corporate technology — without the hassles of corporate living, and the mobile connectivity to all of the computers throughout your home (or backyard) — without rewiring. 

 That’s why if you plan to set up a wireless...
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Programming Erlang: Software for a Concurrent WorldPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Erlang solves one of the most pressing problems facing developers today: how to write reliable, concurrent, high-performance systems. It's used worldwide by companies who need to produce reliable, efficient, and scalable applications. Invest in learning Erlang now.
 Moore's Law is the observation that the amount you can do on a single chip...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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Models in Hardware Testing: Lecture Notes of the Forum in Honor of Christian Landrault (Frontiers in Electronic Testing)Springer, 2009
Model based testing is the most powerful technique for testing hardware and software systems. Models in Hardware Testing describes the use of models at all the levels of hardware testing. The relevant fault models for nanoscaled CMOS technology are introduced, and their implications on fault simulation, automatic test pattern...
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Introduction to Reconfigurable Supercomputing (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010
This book covers technologies, applications, tools, languages, procedures, advantages, and disadvantages of reconfigurable supercomputing using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The target audience is the community of users of High Performance Computers (HPC) who may benefit from porting their applications into a reconfigurable...
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Android Forensics: Investigation, Analysis and Mobile Security for Google AndroidSyngress Publishing, 2011


	The Android mobile platform has quickly risen from its first phone in October 2008

	to the most popular mobile operating system in the world by early 2011. The

	explosive growth of the platform has been a significant win for consumers with

	respect to competition and features. However, forensic analysts and security engineers

	have...
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Programmable Logic Controllers, Sixth EditionNewnes, 2015

	This textbook, now in its sixth edition, continues to be straightforward and easy-to-read, presenting the principles of PLCs while not tying itself to one manufacturer or another. Extensive examples and chapter ending problems utilize several popular PLCs, highlighting understanding of fundamentals that can be used regardless...
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Cisco AVVID and IP Telephony Design and ImplementationSyngress Publishing, 2001
Cisco AVVID Design and Implementation is a complete reference for network administrators and engineers responsible for a complicated AVVID network. This book covers history, protocols, hardware, servers, switches, bridges, and routers, and discusses implementation issues, realities of cost, requirements, and network limitations. Engineers will...
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Macworld DVD Studio Pro Bible (With DVD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
The DVD StudioPro Bible is the authoritative and comprehensive guide creating professional-quality DVDs using Apple's revolutionary new killer app, DVD Studio Pro. This book features easily accessible information for beginners (including a QuickStart for immediate results), advanced tips and techniques for pros, and extensive professional...
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The Best Damn Firewall Book Period, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Second Edition of the Best Damn Firewall Book Period is completely revised and updated to include all of the most recent releases from Microsoft, Cisco, Juniper Network, SonicWALL, and Check Point.

Compiled from the best of the Syngress firewall library and authored by product experts such as Dr. Tom Shinder on ISA Server, this...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Managing Startups: Best Blog PostsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want salient advice about your startup, you’ve hit the jackpot with this book. Harvard Business School Professor Tom Eisenmann annually compiles the best posts from many blogs on technology startup management, primarily for the benefit of his students. This book makes his latest collection available to the broader...
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